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What is an Agora? 
 An event organized by Rovers for Rovers. 
 A meeting place in which dreams, concerns, experiences, ideas 
and paths cross together, are connected and shared. A crossroad 
that would be a source of inspiration and energy.  
 A place where the fundamentals of Scouting are present in a 
way that is attractive to young people today.  
 A place for debate and sharing as well as teaching and learning 
from one another.  
 It is all about getting new motivation and direction to one’s path 
as a rover. 

 

1st Inter-Regional Agora (2012) 
You might have heard about the European Agoras, youth events 
gathering European Rovers to talk about project management, 
youth involvement in decision-making, etc. Today, building on the 
experience acquired during the past five years, Agora is moving 
forward and transforming itself to become Inter-Regional! 



 

Who?  

 You should be member of the last age section (aged 16-22).  
 You will be expected to understand and speak well in English. 
 You should be motivated and wish to organize rover events.  

 

When? 
 Applications’ deadline: February 16th 2012! 
 Tuesday 17th > Sunday 22nd of April 2012. 
 Arrival before dinner and departure starting after lunch on 
Sunday. 
 If you need a super official letter to miss high-school or 
university, we can write one for your teachers.  

 

Where? 
Kandersteg International Scout Centre (KISC) in the heart of the 
Bernese Alps. A splendid view with awesome accomodations. 
 www.kisc.ch 
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By the end,  
the participants will have: 
  

 An increased capacity to actively participate in the life 
of society. 

 
 Received the necessary concepts and tools to 
disseminate the results in the sending organizations. 

 
 Developed a concrete and detailed plan for a future 
rover event. 
 
 The possibility to benefit from an international 
organized network of Agorians. 
 



 

We are looking forward to meeting you! If you have any question,  
feel free to contact us: agora@scout.org - Yours in Scouting! 

 

The Planning Team:   (Ireland), (Denmark),  

    (The Netherlands) &  (France) 
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